The life of John Snow shows several similarities with that of William Smith (Torrens 2004 (Snow 1858 ) which he hadjust complet-qd,at the rime of his death in 1.85&affdwhose -: publication *as overseen by Richardson (Ellis 1994) . lt has to be remembered that Richardson wrote this work at the age of 29, when he was still mouming the death of the man he regarded as a close friend and mentor. Consequently it is affectionate in tone and some of the detail may not be totally reliable. More recent biographies include the summary by Ellis (1994t. the book by Shephard (1995) and papers by Bqbg$S 0999) and Stephanie Snow I (2000a,b) .A-iiif these are forced to Ori*-Eeavfi on I relatively limited personal details (mosrly Richard-/ son's work) but irom them a picture of Snow and Ellis (1994) (Snow 2000a As part of his work, Snow produced a map of the area (Snow 1855) on which he marked the occurrence ofeach death from cholera (Fig. 2) (Fig. 3) . This has the pump in the correct position and it incorporates a dotted line inside which it was quicker to walk to the Broad Street pump than to any of the other street pumps.
This was even more conclusive in indicating that the deaths from cholera seemed to have been related to the Broad Street well. 
